
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of account
services manager. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While
this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of
the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for account services manager

Partner with a portfolio of merchants to grow their business and deliver on
their specific needs
Use your consultative skills to understand the client campaign needs and
educate them on how to maximise their campaign eg, technical innovation,
process optimisation
Conduct quote follow up
Develop goals and measurements and monitor rental sales and office rental
performance
Assist the Rental Services team and Trane Sales offices to validate market
sizes and potential in assigned region
Frequent daytime travel with some overnight travel
Support new business sales of underwriting services in the U.S (Rx, AURA,
DRS, TRL, DHR)
Assist in the implementation of underwriting services with new clients
Two years of sales experience in a credit reporting or related industry plus
two years of progressive experience in banking, retail credit or consumer
credit reporting industries
Some knowledge of the operation and capabilities of the computer systems
is also required

Qualifications for account services manager

Example of Account Services Manager Job
Description
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Candidates should have a minimum of two years of sales and/or client
support experience, (solution sales approach) preferably in a high tech
environment and/or Internet technology environment
The ideal candidate has the ability to communicate with senior level
management, explain complex products and demonstrate Internet services
over the phone
Some knowledge of Internet architecture, technology, and/or infrastructure
Experience with MS Office products and Salesforce.com a plus
Demonstrated experience to lead executive engagements to provide services
and sell to the financial services industry
Knowledge of the financial services industry fiscal year, budgeting, and
procurement cycle


